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Got to use yourself while working remotely to one of those new tangled magic keyboards for the iPad Pro? Go, you! Here's what you need to know to get the best out of it, which is best read with my first iPad productivity guide. How to wake it up to wake up to any key upPress. Press a key once more to go to the lock screen, where you can unlock the tablet
with your passcode or face ID. How to adjust viewing angles Apple's new keyboard makes your iPad feel a little like the G4 iMac, in which you can tilt your tablet until you find your ideal viewing angle. One thing it doesn't do well is tilt to a drawing angle, note to some excitement on the internet that if you turn the device then the keyboard faces away from you
and just props the lips of the iPad above the trackpad you get a kind of unofficial drawing angle. (Take a look at the image above for how it works.) How to get software keyboard with hardware connected There may be times when software (on-screen) keyboard is more useful than Magic Keyboard. Instead of disconnecting the physical keyboard simply tap
the down arrow on the physical keyboard and then hold the down pointing arrow at the bottom right of the screen that you see. The software keyboard appears. Tap on the keyboard icon to get back to use Magic Keyboard. What is still the most useful iPad tip? Every iPad app can have its own set of keyboard shortcuts. These are relatively common, but it's
worth familiarizing yourself with specific shortcuts for apps you use regularly. To find out what these are, press the command key on your physical keyboard in any app. What are the required Magic Keyboard commands? There are some essential commands you should learn: Command-H: Go to the home screen. Command-Space: Show/Hide Search.
Command-Tab: Switch to the next most recent app used recently. Command-Shift-3: Take screenshots. Command-Shift-4: Hold the screenshot and open it in markup. Command-Option-D: Show or hide dock. How many of these shortcuts do you use on your Mac as well? How do I use magic keyboard trackpad? Magic Keyboard gives your iPad a way to
understand trackpad gestures. Some are very clear, such as opening apps with a tap or pressing and holding to activate long press, others less so. Here are some examples. 1 - Fingers tips Move the cursor to the top right to open the Control Center. Move the cursor to the top left to open the notification center. Move the cursor to the bottom of the display to
find the dock. Long press when editing the test to select. 2 - Fingers swipe down two fingers: Invok of spotlight . Use pinch gestures to zoom in and out items on the screen. Scroll the webpage in Safari by swiping two fingers on your trackpad. Cut, copy or paste Tap on the selected text with two fingers to do. 3-Finger tips swipe down with three fingers to
reach the home screen. A three-finger swipe-up Multitasking view. Swipe and hold three fingers to get the app view. A three-finger swipe left or right will switch between your open apps. Where is the key to my escape? No escape keys? No problem: Command-tap. (command-period), which calls for escape on both Mac and iPad. If you want something more
reliable, hook the keyboard to your iPad and: Open Settings &gt;General &gt;Keyboard. Select hardware keyboard. Choose modifi keys. Follow on-screen prompts you to select a modifier key that you want to use as an escape key. I use keyboards in multiple languages, so I use Caps Lock as an escape key. I wouldn't recommend using other keys for this
because you already use them. How to change the default cursor you can tweak the contrast, color, size and scroll speed of the round cursor. You can also set the cursor so that it always appears on the screen, instead of only appearing when you touch the trackpad. You'll find these settings &gt;Accesssibility&gt;Pointer Control.How to control your iPad
completely with the keyboard You can use your keyboard for almost every task done on your iPad, thanks to the setting hidden inside accessibility called Full Keyboard Access.You get it in Settings&gt;Access&gt;Keyboards&gt;Full Keyboard Access. When enabled you navigate your iPad using arrow keys and shortcuts - tap tab-H to bring the full list of
comands. What about 'Tap to click'? There are some other items that some users want to use. Tap to click and click Secondary. You'll find toggle controls for both of them in settings &gt;Janal &gt;Trackpad. Tapping to click means the trackpad will register a tap as a click, instead of pressing it a little harder to click. The two-finger clicking iPad works like a
long press on the touchscreen. With this feature enabled you will have to tap with two fingers on the trackpad to get to the contextual menu for a selected app on the home screen, for example. How to adjust Magic Keyboard Brightness Apple has put a lot of intelligence inside its system, which uses ambient light sensors to effectively manage display and
backlit keyboard brightness. One thing it hasn't added is the brightness control key for those times when you want to override your device's options (e.g. when watching a movie using Safari). To access it, open Settings &gt;Gen&gt;Keyboard&gt;Hardware Keyboard and use the Keyboard Brightness slider. One more thing: Get usb-c hubpower to your
connected iPad Pro using the USB-C port on the side of the keyboard, and then use the port on your tablet to connect to other items, including external storage or display. Better yet, it Up to a hub you leave everything you connected to use in your office/office. Please follow me on Twitter, or join me in Apple Discussion Groups on AppleHolic's Bar &amp; Grill
and Nuts. Copyright © 2020 IDG Communications, Inc. as you can pair Bluetooth controller on your Apple TV to make gaming easier, you can add bluetooth keyboard to make text easier. Here are some great Bluetooth keyboards and show you how to pair them with your Apple TV. Why do I want to do that? Let's face it, as much as we love Siri, the voice
entry still leaves a lot to be desired. And enter the text by pecking away one letter at a time on a small trackpad on a TV remote? It's already like 9 circles of hell without throwing in any text that needs shift keys or symbols. Siri may have worked most of the time to get the job done, and for the very initial text entry you may be able to follow the hunt and the
pecking agony of using the Apple TV remote. But practically speaking, anything more than that requires a keyboard. Thankfully, not only is it really easy to add a Bluetooth keyboard to your Apple TV, but a very reliable Bluetooth keyboard is dirt cheap these days. Let's take a look at some keyboards that you might consider tying up with your Apple TV and
then really jump into the way you pair them. You'll need related: How to watch (and update) your Apple TV operating system version to follow simultaneously, you'll need your Apple TV (at least updates to TVOS 9.2) and Bluetooth keyboard. Inexplicably, Apple did not include support for Bluetooth keyboards in the initial release of the 4th generation Apple
TV, despite the inclusion of keyboard support in earlier generations. If you're not sure which version of TVOS you have or you need help updating, please refer to this tutorial. How to choose good Bluetooth keyboard there are hundreds of Bluetooth keyboards on the market, but not all of them are made equal. Some of them are very expensive. Some of
them are too unwieldy to keep on your coffee table or tucked next to your Apple TV. And, frankly, some of them are just rubbish, even their already low prices aren't worth it. Let's take a look at some well-reviewed keyboards to give you some shopping options. Our first and most important recommendation is for anker Bluetooth Ultra Slim keyboard ($16,
shown above). Stealing your lump sum at a mere sixteen dollars, it's frustrating as compact without being nice and so small, it's lightweight, you can buy it in matte black or white to match your living room media center theme, it easily pairs and works well, and it's currently sitting on Amazon at an average of 4.5/5 stars with a whopping 5,800+ review. We are
using it for this review because dollar-to-dollar it is probably the best Bluetooth keyboard price out there and just the right price to add a simple keyboard to your media center. Another keyboard we can highly recommend is Logitech Bluetooth Keyboard K480 ($40, shown above). You're paying more than twice to pay for the Anker model, but the K480 has a
physical selector switch that allows you easily Drain an easy device in the top of the keyboard to catch between three devices, as well as a smartphone or tablet. When you set up the keyboard, you can configure it not only for use with your Apple TV, but also with your iPad and iPhone. The K480 could be a much better price for you if you're also considering
getting a Bluetooth keyboard for your other devices. And, of course, if you're an Apple Purist and love the feel of an Apple-brand keyboard, you can always pick up the official Apple Wireless Bluetooth keyboard for $63. It's not the cheapest Bluetooth keyboard around, but it has those crisp Apple chiclet keys that some people love so much. How to pair your
keyboard with Apple TV if you've added something else with your Apple TV before, like a game controller, the follow-up steps are going to feel awfully familiar. First, navigate to the settings menu on your Apple TV by selecting the settings icon from the home screen. In the Settings menu, choose Remote and Device. Within the remote and device menu, select
Bluetooth. Here you will find any Bluetooth devices already added. Although the Apple TV didn't ship with Bluetooth keyboard support, it did ship with support for Bluetooth headphones and Bluetooth game controllers. (Seriously, it's absurd that it didn't support those keyboards with other peripherals.) At this point, you need to start Bluetooth pairing mode for
your keyboard. For Anker Keyboard we're using, that means turning it on and holding the function key and the Z key (which is clearly labeled with a Bluetooth icon as a secondary function). On your keyboard, this can mean holding a dedicated pairing button. Check your keyboard's manual for more information. Once the device enters pairing mode, it will
appear under other devices, as seen below.  Select the new entry. Apple TV will instruct you to enter a 4-digit pairing code, on the keyboard. Just enter the number using the number row on the keyboard and hit the enter key. The device will then appear in my devices list of paired Bluetooth devices and the keyboard will flash briefly in the upper right corner of
the connected screen. You can select the device in the list, but the options are quite limited: you can manually disconnect the device, or forget to completely remove the device from Apple TV's paired device list. Practically speaking, the only reason you'd ever go here is permanently unpair the device, as simply turning off the device will disconnect it. Now
that your keyboard is connected, feel free to use it for any text input on Apple TV- which most importantly includes search boxes on streaming media services for most users. Searching for Lizzie Bourdain history on Netflix? No more silly victims Pecking, you can key the exact phrase you want in.
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